
Mini 1 & 2 His-her Student 

 

 
Halloween 

Instructions: 
1. Look at the cartoon. 
2. Read the story.  
3. Think about what goes in the blanks. 
4. Fill in the blanks with his or her. 

 

 
 
Mikey and  _______ sister Anne got lots of candy for Halloween.  Mikey 
       1 
 
ate most of it, but he shared some with _______ dog Beetle.  He didn't  
       2 
 
save any for Anne.  _______ mom can't believe that _______ son ate so  
          3     4 
 
much candy and she  knows that ______ stomach is going to hurt.  All  
           5 
 
Mikey can say to _______ mother is: "BURP!" 
   6       



Mini 1 & 2 His-her Student 

 

 
Grilled Cheese 

Instructions: 
1. Look at the cartoon. 
2. Read the story.  
3. Think about what goes in the blanks. 
4. Fill in the blanks with his or her. 

 

 
 
Mr. Brown is making lunch for _______ daughter Angela and _______  
           1           2 
 
baby brother Freddy.  _______ wife told him that Angela likes grilled  
       3 
 
cheese.  But Angela has decided to make things difficult for ______ dad.   
            4 
 
Even though _______ sandwich is already cooking in the pan, Angela tells  
   5  
 
_______ father that she does not want to have grilled cheese for lunch.    
      6 
 
Mr. Brown wishes _______ daughter could make lunch by herself. 
          7 



Mini 1 & 2 His-her Student 

 

 
Cereal 

Instructions: 
1. Look at the cartoon. 
2. Read the story.  
3. Think about what goes in the blanks. 
4. Fill in the blanks with his or her. 

 

 
 
This morning, Oscar got up before _______ mom and _______ dad.  He  
         1      2 
 
decided to look for a toy helicopter in the cereal boxes.  When Mom  
 
 
came into the kitchen, she found _______ son with a toy helicopter in  
           3  
 
_______ hands,  There was cereal all over the kitchen table!  Oscar looked  
    4 
 
at  _______ mother’s face, and he promised to clean up ________ mess.    
      5           6 



Mini 1 & 2 His-her Student 

 

Snowsuit 
Instructions: 

1. Look at the cartoon. 
2. Read the story.  
3. Think about what goes in the blanks. 
4. Fill in the blanks with his or her. 

 
 
Carla and _______ mother have returned from the grocery store.  _______ 
     1           2 
 
dad can see  that _______ little girl is not happy because she is wearing  
      3 
 
_______ big brother's snowsuit.  Carla and _______ father think it's much  
      4             5 
 
too big, but mom tells _______ husband that Carla will grow into it.  Dad  
       6 
 
thinks _______ daughter looks funny.   
       7 



Mini 1 & 2 His-her Student 

 

Sand 
Instructions: 

1. Look at the cartoon. 
2. Read the story.  
3. Think about what goes in the blanks. 
4. Fill in the blanks with his or her. 

 
 
Kevin and _______ family are at the beach.  He is playing in the sand with  
     1 
 
_______ baby sister Faye.  Kevin wanted to bury Faye so he poured sand  
      2 
 
on _______ head.  Kevin’s dad can't see _______ daughter anymore  
  3        4 
 
because she is covered in sand.  He is angry at Kevin for covering _______  
             5 
 
sister’s head.  Kevin's mom is sitting on a towel.  She can't believe what  
 
 
_______ son did. 
       6     


